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Today, the Census Bureau released its annual 
poverty report, which declared that a record 46.2 
million (roughly one in seven) Americans were poor 
in 2010. The numbers were up sharply from the 
previous year’s total of 43.6 million. Although the 
current recession has greatly increased the numbers 
of the poor, high levels of poverty predate the reces-
sion. In most years for the past two decades, the 
Census Bureau has declared that at least 35 million 
Americans lived in poverty.

However, understanding poverty in America 
requires looking behind these numbers at the actual 
living conditions of the individuals the government 
deems to be poor. For most Americans, the word 

“poverty” suggests near destitution: an inability to 
provide nutritious food, clothing, and reasonable 
shelter for one’s family. But only a small number of 
the 46 million persons classified as “poor” by the 
Census Bureau fit that description. While real mate-
rial hardship certainly does occur, it is limited in 
scope and severity.

The following are facts about persons defined as 
“poor” by the Census Bureau as taken from various 
government reports:

•	 80 percent of poor households have air condi-
tioning. In 1970, only 36 percent of the entire 
U.S. population enjoyed air conditioning.

•	 92 percent of poor households have a microwave.

•	 Nearly three-fourths have a car or truck, and 31 
percent have two or more cars or trucks.
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•	 Nearly two-thirds have cable or satellite TV.

•	 Two-thirds have at least one DVD player, and 70 
percent have a VCR.

•	 Half have a personal computer, and one in seven 
have two or more computers.

•	 More than half of poor families with children 
have a video game system, such as an Xbox or 
PlayStation.

•	 43 percent have Internet access.

•	 One-third have a wide-screen plasma or LCD TV.

•	 One-fourth have a digital video recorder system, 
such as a TiVo.

For decades, the living conditions of the poor 
have steadily improved. Consumer items that were 
luxuries or significant purchases for the middle 
class a few decades ago have become commonplace 
in poor households, partially because of the normal 
downward price trend that follows introduction of 
a new product.

Liberals use the declining relative prices of many 
amenities to argue that it is no big deal that poor 
households have air conditioning, computers, cable 
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TV, and wide-screen TV. They contend, polemical-
ly, that even though most poor families may have 
a house full of modern conveniences, the average 
poor family still suffers from substantial deprivation 
in basic needs, such as food and housing. In reality, 
this is just not true.

Although the mainstream media broadcast alarm-
ing stories about widespread and severe hunger in 
the nation, in reality, most of the poor do not expe-
rience hunger or food shortages. The U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture collects data on these topics in 
its household food security survey. For 2009, the 
survey showed:

•	 96 percent of poor parents stated that their chil-
dren were never hungry at any time during the 
year because they could not afford food.

•	 83 percent of poor families reported having 
enough food to eat.

•	 82 percent of poor adults reported never being 
hungry at any time in the prior year due to lack 
of money for food.

Other government surveys show that the average 
consumption of protein, vitamins, and minerals is 
virtually the same for poor and middle-class children 
and is well above recommended norms in most cases.

Television newscasts about poverty in America 
generally portray the poor as homeless people or as 
a destitute family living in an overcrowded, dilapi-
dated trailer. In fact, however:

•	 Over the course of a year, 4 percent of poor per-
sons become temporarily homeless.

•	 Only 9.5 percent of the poor live in mobile 
homes or trailers, 49.5 percent live in separate 
single-family houses or townhouses, and 40 per-
cent live in apartments.

•	 42 percent of poor households actually own their 
own homes.

•	 Only 6 percent of poor households are over-
crowded. More than two-thirds have more than 
two rooms per person.

•	 The average poor American has more living 
space than the typical non-poor person in Swe-
den, France, or the United Kingdom.

•	 The vast majority of the homes or apartments 
of the poor are in good repair.

By their own reports, the average poor person 
had sufficient funds to meet all essential needs and 
to obtain medical care for family members through-
out the year whenever needed.

Of course, poor Americans do not live in the lap 
of luxury. The poor clearly struggle to make ends 
meet, but they are generally struggling to pay for 
cable TV, air conditioning, and a car, as well as for 
food on the table. The average poor person is far 
from affluent, but his lifestyle is far from the images 
of stark deprivation purveyed equally by advocacy 
groups and the media.

The fact that the average poor household has 
many modern conveniences and experiences no 
substantial hardships does not mean that no fami-
lies face hardships. As noted, the overwhelming 
majority of the poor are well housed and not over-
crowded, but one in 25 will become temporarily 
homeless during the year. While most of the poor 
have a sufficient and fairly steady supply of food, 
one in five poor adults will experience temporary 
food shortages and hunger at some point in a year.

The poor man who has lost his home or suffers 
intermittent hunger will find no consolation in 
the fact that his condition occurs infrequently in 
American society. His hardships are real and must 
be an important concern for policymakers. None-
theless, anti-poverty policy needs to be based on 
accurate information. Gross exaggeration of the 
extent and severity of hardships in America will 
not benefit society, the taxpayers, or the poor.

Finally, welfare policy needs to address the 
causes of poverty, not merely the symptoms. 
Among families with children, the collapse of 
marriage and erosion of the work ethic are the 
principal long-term causes of poverty. When the 
recession ends, welfare policy must require able-
bodied recipients to work or prepare for work as a 
condition of receiving aid. It should also strength-
en marriage in low-income communities rather 
than ignore and penalize it.

—Robert Rector is Senior Research Fellow in the 
Domestic Policy Studies Department, and Rachel  
Sheffield is a Research Assistant in the Richard and 
Helen DeVos Center for Religion and Civil Society, at 
The Heritage Foundation.
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• The typical poor American lives in an air-
conditioned house or apartment that is in 
good repair and has cable TV, a car, multiple 
color TVs, a DVD player, a VCR, and many 
other appliances. Half of the poor have 
computers, and one-third have wide-screen 
plasma TVs.

• Some 96 percent of poor parents report their 
children were never hungry at any time in 
the prior year.

• A poor child is more likely to have cable 
TV, a computer, a wide-screen plasma TV, 
an Xbox, or a TiVo in the home than to be 
hungry.

• Poor Americans have more living space in 
their homes than the average non-poor 
Swede, Frenchman, or German.

• Sound anti-poverty policy must be based 
on accurate information and address the 
causes of poverty, not merely the symptoms. 
Exaggerating the extent and severity of 
hardships will not benefit society, the 
taxpayers, or the poor.

Talking Points

Understanding Poverty in the United States:  
Surprising Facts About America’s Poor

Robert Rector and Rachel Sheffield

Abstract: The Census Bureau’s annual poverty report 
presents a misleading picture of poverty in the United 
States. Few of the 46.2 million people identified by the Cen-
sus Bureau as being “in poverty” are what most Americans 
would consider poor—lacking nutritious food, adequate 
warm housing, or clothing. The typical “poor” American 
lives in an air-conditioned house or apartment and has 
cable TV, a car, multiple color TVs, a DVD player, and a 
VCR among other conveniences. While some of the poor 
face significant material hardship, formulating a sound, 
long-term anti-poverty policy that addresses the causes as 
well as the symptoms of poverty will require honest and 
accurate information. Exaggerating the extent and sever-
ity of hardships will not benefit society, the taxpayers, or 
the poor.

Today, the Census Bureau released its annual pov-
erty report, which declared that 46.2 million (roughly 
one in seven) Americans were poor in 2010.1 The 
numbers were up sharply from the previous year’s 
total of 43.6 million. Although the current recession 
has increased the numbers of the poor, high levels of 
poverty predate the recession. In most years for the 
past two decades, the Census Bureau has declared 
that at least 35 million Americans lived in poverty.

Yet what do these numbers actually mean? What 
does it mean to be poor in America? For most Ameri-
cans, the word “poverty” suggests near destitution: 
an inability to provide nutritious food, clothing, or 
reasonable shelter for one’s family. For example, the 
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Poverty Pulse poll by the Catholic Campaign for 
Human Development in 2005 asked the general 
public: “How would you describe being poor in 
the U.S.?” The overwhelming majority of responses 
focused on homelessness, hunger or not being able 
to eat properly, and not being able to meet basic 
needs.2 Yet if poverty means lacking nutritious 
food, adequate warm housing, and clothing, rela-
tively few of the 46 million people identified by the 
Census Bureau as being “in poverty” could be char-
acterized as poor.

The Census Bureau’s poverty report is widely 
publicized by the press. Regrettably, the report 
provides only a bare count of the number of 
Americans defined as poor by the government. It 
provides no data on or description of their actual 
living conditions. However, several other federal 
surveys provide detailed information on the liv-
ing conditions of the poor.3 These surveys provide 
a very different sense of American poverty. They 
reveal that the actual standard of living of Amer-
ica’s poor—in terms of amenities in the home, 
housing, food consumption, and nutrition—is far 
higher than expected.

These surveys show that most people whom the 
government defines as “in poverty” are not actu-

ally poor in any ordinary sense of the term. While 
material hardship does exist in the United States, it 
is restricted in scope and severity. Regrettably, the 
mainstream press rarely reports on these detailed 
surveys of living conditions.

Amenities in Poor Households
Chart 1 shows ownership of property and 

consumer durables among poor households  
based on data from the 2009 American Housing 
Survey,4 which was conducted by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban Development and the 
Census Bureau, and the 2009 Residential Energy 
Consumption Survey, which was conducted by 
the U.S. Department of Energy.5 These surveys 
show that:

•	 80 percent of poor households have air condi-
tioning. By contrast, in 1970, only 36 percent of 
the U.S. population enjoyed air conditioning.

•	 92 percent of poor households have a microwave.

•	 Nearly three-fourths have a car or truck, and 31 
percent have two or more cars or trucks.

•	 Nearly two-thirds have cable or satellite TV.

•	 Two-thirds have at least one DVD player, and 70 
percent have a VCR.

1. Carmen DeNavas-Walt, Bernadette D. Proctor, and Jessica C. Smith, “Income, Poverty, and Health Insurance Coverage in  
the United States: 2010,” U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Reports: Consumer Income, P60-239, September 2011, at  
http://www.census.gov/prod/2011pubs/p60-239.pdf (September 13, 2011). The Census Bureau defines an individual as poor if 
his or her family cash income falls below certain specified income thresholds. These thresholds vary by family size. In 2010, 
a family of four was deemed poor if its annual income fell below $22,314. A family of three was deemed poor if its annual 
income was below $17,374.

2. See Catholic Campaign for Human Development, “Poverty Pulse, Wave IV,” January 2004, at http://old.usccb.org/cchd/PP4FINAL.PDF 
(September 7, 2011). Interestingly, only about 1 percent of those surveyed regarded poverty in the terms the government does: 
as having an income below a specified level.

3. These surveys include the Residential Energy Consumption Survey, What We Eat in America, Food Security, the National 
Health and Nutrition Examination Survey, the American Housing Survey, and the Survey of Income and Program  
Participation. See U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration, Residential Energy Consumption Survey,  
at http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/recs/ (June 22, 2011); U.S. Department of Agriculture, What We Eat in America, NHANES 2007–
2008, Table 4, at http://www.ars.usda.gov/SP2UserFiles/Place/12355000/pdf/0708/Table_4_NIN_POV_07.pdf (June 22, 2011); Mark 
Nord, “Food Insecurity in Households with Children: Prevalence, Severity, and Household Characteristics,” U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, September 2009, at http://www.ers.usda.gov/Publications/EIB56/EIB56.pdf (September 7, 2011); U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Services, “About the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey,” at http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nhanes/
about_nhanes.htm (September 7, 2011); U.S. Census Bureau, “American Housing Survey (AHS),” at http://www.census.gov/hhes/
www/housing/ahs/ahs.html (June 27, 2011); and U.S. Census Bureau, Survey of Income and Program Participation, 2001 Panel, 
Wave 8 Topical Module, 2003, at http://www.bls.census.gov/sipp_ftp.html#sipp01 (June 27, 2011).

4. U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development and U.S. Census Bureau, American Housing Survey for the United States: 
2009, at http://www.census.gov/prod/2011pubs/h150-09.pdf (September 8, 2011).

5. U.S Department of Energy, Residential Energy Consumption Survey.

http://www.census.gov/prod/2011pubs/p60-239.pdf
http://old.usccb.org/cchd/PP4FINAL.PDF
http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/recs
http://www.ars.usda.gov/SP2UserFiles/Place/12355000/pdf/0708/Table_4_NIN_POV_07.pdf
http://www.ers.usda.gov/Publications/EIB56/EIB56.pdf
http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nhanes/about_nhanes.htm
http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nhanes/about_nhanes.htm
http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/housing/ahs/ahs.html
http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/housing/ahs/ahs.html
http://www.bls.census.gov/sipp_ftp.html
http://www.census.gov/prod/2011pubs/h150-09.pdf
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•	 Half have a personal computer, and one in seven 
have two or more computers.

•	 More than half of poor families with children 
have a video game system, such as an Xbox or 
PlayStation.

•	 43 percent have Internet service.

•	 40 percent have an automatic dishwasher.

•	 One-third have a wide-screen plasma or LCD TV.

•	 Around one-fourth have a digital video recorder, 
such as a TiVo.

•	 More than half have a cell phone.

Of course, nearly all poor households have com-
monplace amenities such as color TVs, telephones, 
and kitchens equipped with an oven, stove, and 
refrigerator.

In 2005, more than half of poor households 
had at least five of the following 10 conveniences: 
a computer, cable or satellite TV, air conditioning, 
Internet service, a large-screen TV, non-portable 

stereo, computer printer, separate 
freezer or second refrigerator, micro-
wave, and at least one color TV. One-
fourth of the poor had seven or more 
of these 10 items in their homes. (See 
Chart 2.)

The exact combination of these 10 
amenities obviously varied from one 
poor household to the next. Median 
or average poor households (five of 
10 amenities) most commonly had 
air conditioning, cable TV, a stereo, 
microwave, and at least one TV.

Since 2005, the share of poor 
households having air conditioning, 
computers, wide-screen TVs, Internet 
service, and microwaves has increased 
significantly. Today, it is likely that a 
majority of poor households have at 
least six of the 10 items.

Steady Improvement  
in Living Conditions

Are the numbers in Chart 1 a 
fluke? Have they been inflated by 
working-class families with lots of 

conveniences in the home who have lost jobs in the 
recession and temporarily joined the ranks of the 
poor? No. The data indicate that the broad array of 
modern conveniences in the homes of the poor is 
the result of decades of steady progress in the living 
standards of the poor. Year by year, the poor tend 
to be better off. Consumer items that were luxuries 
or significant purchases for the middle class a few 
decades ago have become commonplace in poor 
households.

In part, this is caused by a normal downward 
trend in prices after a new product is introduced. 
Initially, new products tend to be expensive and 
therefore available only to the affluent. Over time, 
prices fall sharply, and the product saturates the 
entire population including poor households. As 
a rule of thumb, poor households tend to obtain 
modern conveniences about a dozen years after the 
middle class. Today, most poor families have con-
veniences that were major purchases or unafford-
able to the middle class not too long ago.

Microwave
Air conditioner

Car or truck
VCR

DVD player
Cable or satellite TV
Video game system*

Personal computer
Internet service

Dishwasher
Non-portable stereo

Big-screen plasma or LCD television
Two or more cars or trucks

Digital video recorder (such as TiVo)
Two or more computers

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

92.3%
81.6%

74.1%
70.6%

64.5%
63.7%

53.9%
50.2%

42.6%
39.7%

34.3%
33.7%

30.6%
23.1%

15.9%
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Amenities in Poor Households 

Sources: U.S. Department of Energy, Residential Energy Consumption Survey, 2009, at 
http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/recs/ (June 22, 2011), and U.S. Department of Housing and 
Urban Development and U.S. Census Bureau, American Housing Survey for the United States: 
2009, at http://www.census.gov/prod/2011pubs/h150-09.pdf (September 8, 2011).

* Among poor families with children in 2005.

Percent of Poor Households Which Have Each Item
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Liberals use the declining relative prices of many 
amenities to argue that it is no big deal that poor 
households have air conditioning, computers, and 
cable TV. They contend that even though most poor 
families have houses full of modern conveniences, 
the average poor family still suffers from serious 
deprivation in basic needs, such as food, nutrition, 
and housing.6 While such an outcome is theoretical-
ly possible, this paper demonstrates that this is not 
the case. In fact, the overwhelming majority of poor 
households have an adequate and reasonably steady 
supply of food, are not hungry, and are well housed.

Poverty and Malnutrition
Malnutrition (also called undernutrition) is a 

condition of reduced health due to a chronic short-
age of calories and nutriments. There is little or no 

evidence of poverty-induced malnutrition in the 
United States. It is often believed that a lack of finan-
cial resources forces poor people to eat low-quality 
diets that are deficient in nutriments and high in 
fat, but survey data show that nutriment density 
(amount of vitamins, minerals, and protein per 
kilocalorie of food) does not vary by income class.7 
Nor do the poor consume higher-fat diets than do 
members of the middle class. The percentage of 
persons with high fat intake (as a share of total calo-
ries) is virtually the same for low-income and upper- 
middle-income persons.8 However, overconsump-
tion of calories is a major problem among the poor, 
just as it is in the general U.S. population.

Examination of the average nutriment consump-
tion of Americans reveals that age and gender play 

6. Derek Thompson, “30 Million in Poverty Aren’t as Poor as You Think, Says Heritage Foundation,” The Atlantic Monthly,  
July 19, 2011, at http://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2011/07/30-million-in-poverty-arnt-as-poor-as-you-think-says- 
heritage-foundation/242191 (September 7, 2011).

7. C. T. Windham, B. W. Wyse, and R. G. Hansen, “Nutrient Density of Diets in the USDA Nationwide Food Consumption Survey, 
1977–1978: I. Impact of Socioeconomic Status on Dietary Density,” Journal of the American Dietetic Association, Vol. 82, No. 1 
(January 1983), pp. 28–43.

8. Interagency Board for Nutrition Monitoring and Related Research, Third Report on Nutrition Monitoring in the United States, Vol. 2 
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1995), p. VA-167, at http://www.ars.usda.gov/SP2UserFiles/Place/12355000/
pdf/nutri95_2acc.pdf (September 7, 2011).
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Number of Selected Electronic Amenities in Home

Source: Author’s calculations based on data from the U.S. Department of Energy, Residential Energy Consumption Survey, 2005.
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http://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2011/07/30-million-in-poverty-arnt-as-poor-as-you-think-says-heritage-foundation/242191
http://www.ars.usda.gov/SP2UserFiles/Place/12355000/pdf/nutri95_2acc.pdf
http://www.ars.usda.gov/SP2UserFiles/Place/12355000/pdf/nutri95_2acc.pdf
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a far greater role than income class in determin-
ing nutritional intake. For example, the nutriment 
intakes of adult women in the upper middle class 
(incomes above 350 percent of the poverty level—
roughly $76,000 for a family of four in today’s 
dollars) more closely resemble the intakes of poor 
women than those of upper-middle-class men, 
children, or teens.9 The average nutriment con-
sumption of upper-middle-income preschoolers is 
virtually identical with that of poor preschoolers, 
but not with the consumption of adults or older 
children in the upper middle class.

This same pattern holds for adult males, teens, 
and most other age and gender groups. In general, 
children who are 0–11 years old have the highest 

average level of nutriment intakes relative to the 
recommended daily allowance (RDA), followed by 
adult and teen males. Adult and teen females have 
the lowest level of intakes. This pattern holds for all 
income classes.

Nutrition and Poor Children. Government sur-
veys provide little evidence of widespread undernu-
trition among poor children. In fact, they show that 
the average nutriment consumption among the poor 
closely resembles consumption among the upper 
middle class. Children in families with incomes 
below the poverty level actually consume more meat 
than do children in upper-middle-class families.

Table 1 shows the average intake of protein, 
vitamins, and minerals as a percentage of the RDA 

9. Katherine S. Tippett et al., Food and Nutrient Intakes by Individuals in the United States, 1 Day, 1989–91, U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service, September 1995, at http://www.ars.usda.gov/SP2UserFiles/Place/12355000/pdf/
csfii8991_rep_91-2.pdf (September 7, 2011).

Protein 246% 220% 225% 231%

Vitamin A (IU) 131 116 131 167

Vitamin E 96 89 90 107

Vitamin C 181 207 169 217

Thiamin 155 143 147 155

Riboflavin 165 167 159 174

Niacin 138 141 127 153

Vitamin B-6 115 112 104 124

Folate 245 262 241 268

Vitamin B-12 328 287 302 316

Calcium 109 113 106 112

Phosphorus 148 142 141 148

Magnesium 141 131 135 142

Iron 121 135 118 122

Zinc 96 86 90 95

Average Nutrient 
  Intake 161% 157% 152% 169%

Mean Adequacy 
  Ratio 99 98 99 100

150% 145%168% 184%
85 124102 153
72 7874 104

153 183173 231
125 125124 143
126 137133 158
117 120122 141
93 9797 113

126 139163 186
180 172253 342
62 7180 105
95 95116 145
77 7783 96
79 77132 161
80 7480 102

108% 114%127% 158%

90 9194 100

267% 274%
180 210
107 91
203 223
166 169
198 207
143 149
117 126
339 376
450 537
98 107

120 125
187 213
109 119
76 76

184% 200%

98 98

Over
350% of
Poverty
Level

Under
100% of
Poverty
Level

Over
350% of
Poverty
Level

Under
100% of
Poverty
Level

Over
350% of
Poverty
Level

Under
100% of
Poverty
Level

Over
350% of
Poverty
Level

Under
100% of
Poverty
Level

Over
350% of
Poverty
Level

Under
100% of
Poverty
Level

All Children 
Age 5 and Under

Males 
Ages 6–11

Females 
Ages 6–11

Males 
Ages 12–19

Females 
Ages 12–19

Average Nutrient Intakes As a Percentage of Recommended Daily Allowance

Source: Katherine S. Tippett et al., Food and Nutrient Intakes by Individuals in the United States, 1 Day, 1989–91, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural 
Research Service, September 1995, pp. 182–183, Table 10.1, and pp. 188–189, Table 10.4, at http://www.ars.usda.gov/SP2UserFiles/Place/12355000/pdf/
csfii8991_rep_91-2.pdf (September 7, 2011).
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among poor and middle-class children at various age 
levels.10 The intake of nutriments is very similar for 
poor and middle-class children and is generally well 
above the recommended daily level. For example, 
the consumption of protein (a relatively expensive 
nutriment) among poor children averages between 
150 percent and 267 percent of the RDA.

When shortfalls of specific vitamins and minerals 
appear (for example, among teenage girls), they tend 
to be very similar for the poor and the middle class. 
While poor teenage girls, on average, tend to under-
consume vitamin E, vitamin B-6, calcium, phospho-
rus, magnesium, iron, and zinc, a virtually identical 
underconsumption of these same nutriments appears 
among upper-middle-class girls. Along these lines, 
the USDA reports that there is no difference in diet 
quality between high and low-income children as 
measured by its healthy eating index.11

Poor Children’s Weight and Stature. On aver-
age, poor children are very well nourished, and there 
is no evidence of widespread significant undernu-
trition. For example, two indicators of undernutri-
tion among the young are “thinness” (low weight for 
height) and stuntedness (low height for age). These 
problems are rare to nonexistent among poor Amer-
ican children.

The generally good health of poor American chil-
dren can be illustrated by international compari-
sons. Table 2 provides data on children’s size based 
on the World Health Organization (WHO) Global 
Data Base on Child Growth: Children are judged 
to be short or “stunted” if their height falls below 
the 2.3 percentile level of standard height-to-age 
tables.12 Table 2 shows the percentage of children 

under five years of age in developing nations who 
are judged to be “stunted” by this standard.

In developing nations, some 43 percent of chil-
dren are stunted. In Africa, more than one-third of 
young children are affected; in Asia, nearly half.13 
By contrast, in the United States, some 2.6 percent 
of young children in poor households are stunted 
by a comparable standard—a rate only slightly 
above the expected standard for healthy, well-nour-
ished children.14 While concern for the well-being 
of poor American children is always prudent, the 
data underscore how large and well-nourished poor 
American children are by global standards.

10. Ibid., pp. 182–183, Table 10.1, and pp. 188–189, Table 10.4. Table 1 in the present paper also provides the “mean adequacy 
ratio” for various groups. The mean adequacy ratio represents average intake of all the nutriments listed as a percent of RDA. 
However, in computing mean adequacy, intake values exceeding 100 percent of RDA are counted at 100 because the body 
cannot use an excess consumption of one nutriment to fill a shortfall of another nutriment.

11. U.S. Department of Agriculture, Center for Nutrition Policy and Promotion, “Diet Quality of Low-Income and Higher Income 
Americans in 2003–04 as Measured by the Healthy Eating Index–2005,” Nutrition Insight, No. 42, December 2008, at  
http://www.cnpp.usda.gov/Publications/NutritionInsights/Insight42.pdf (September 12, 2011). This study compares children in house-
holds with incomes below 185 percent of poverty with children in households with incomes above 185 percent of poverty.

12. The World Health Organization uses standard height-for-age tables developed by the National Center for Health Statistics at  
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

13. Mercedes de Onis and Jean-Pierre Habicht, “Anthropometric Reference Data for International Use: Recommendations from  
a World Health Organization Expert Committee,” American Journal of Clinical Nutrition, Vol. 64, No. 4 (October 1996),  
pp. 650–658.

Stunted Growth in Children

Sources: M. de Onis, C. Monteiro, J. Akre, and G. Clugston, “The 
Worldwide Magnitude of Protein-Energy Malnutrition: An Overview 
from the WHO Global Database on Child Growth,” Bulletin of  
the World Health Organization, Vol. 71, No. 6 (1993), pp. 703–712  
(1993), at whqlibdoc.who.int/bulletin/1993/Vol71-No6/bulletin_1993_ 
71(6)_703-712.pdf (August 21, 2007), and U.S. data calculated by the 
author from Third National Health and Nutrition Evaluation Survey.

Note: Stunted is defined as having a height that is two standard 
deviations below the WHO/NCHS reference norms for that age.

Table 2 • B 2607 heritage.org

Region (Developing 
Countries Only)

Percent of Children 
Who Are Stunted 
(Age 5 and Under)

Africa 38.6%
Asia 47.1%
Latin America 22.2%
Oceania 41.9%
All Developing Countries 42.7%

United States (Poor Children Only) 2.6%

http://www.cnpp.usda.gov/Publications/NutritionInsights/Insight42.pdf
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Throughout this century, improve-
ments in nutrition and health have 
led to increases in the growth rate 
and the ultimate height and weight 
of American children. Poor children 
have clearly benefited from this trend. 
Today, poor boys at ages 18 and 19 
are actually taller and heavier than 
boys of similar age in the general U.S. 
population in the late 1950s. They are 
one inch taller and some 10 pounds 
heavier than GIs of similar age during 
World War II and nearly two inches 
taller and 20 pounds heavier than 
American doughboys back in World 
War I.15

Poverty and Consistency  
of Food Supply

Most poor Americans are not 
undernourished, but experience an 
abundance of food over time rather 
than chronic shortfalls of food. How-
ever, even though the poor generally 
have an ample food supply, some do 
suffer from temporary food shortages. 
For example, even if a poor house-
hold has an adequate or good over-
all food supply when measured over a moderate 
period, it still might need to cut back meals or go 
without if food stamps run out at the end of the 
month. This problem of temporary food shortages 
leads some advocates to claim that there is wide-
spread “hunger” in the United States.16

The current deep recession and prolonged high 
levels of unemployment have made it much more 

difficult for families to have a steady supply of food. 
Many families have been forced to eat less expensive 
food than they are accustomed to eating. Nonethe-
less, USDA survey data show that most households, 
poor or non-poor, do not suffer even temporarily 
from food shortages.17 As Chart 3 shows, during the 
recession in 2009, 95 percent of all U.S. households 
report that they had “enough food to eat,” although 

14. Heritage Foundation calculation using National Health and Nutrition Evaluation Survey III data and WHO standard tables 
for shortness for age. Shortness for age is the result of genetic variation as well as nutritional factors. The World Health 
Organization standards assume that even in a very well-nourished population, 2.3 percent of children will have heights below 
the “stunted” cutoff levels due to normal genetic factors. Problems are apparent if the number of short children in a population 
rises appreciably above 2.3 percent.

15. Bernard D. Karpinos, “Current Height and Weight of Youths of Military Age,” Human Biology, Vol. 33 (1961), pp. 336–364. 
Recent data on young males in poverty provided by the National Center for Health Statistics of the U.S. Department of Health 
and Human Services, based on the second National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey.

16. Food Research Action Council, “Hunger in America, and Its Solutions: Basic Facts,” July 2004, at http://www.colvillefoodbank.com/ 
Pdf%20Files/HungerFacts.pdf (September 7, 2011).

17. The figures in Chart 3 were calculated from U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Survey, December 2009: Food Security 
Supplement. The December supplement data provide the basis for the household food security reports of the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture.
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not always the kinds of food that they would have 
preferred. Some 3.9 percent of all households 
report they “sometimes” did not have enough food 
to eat, while 1 percent said they “often” did not have 
enough food.18

Among the poor, the figures are slightly lower: 
83.4 percent of poor households asserted that they 
always had “enough food to eat,” although a full 
38 percent of these did not always have the foods 
they would have preferred. Some 13 percent of poor 
households stated that they “sometimes” did not 
have enough food, and 3.7 percent said that they 

“often” did not have enough food.19 The bottom line 
is that, although a significant portion of poor house-
holds do report temporary food shortages, five out 
of six poor households stated that they had enough 
food to eat even in the middle of a recession.

Poverty and Temporary Food Shortages. The 
USDA also measures temporary food shortages 
within households, a condition it calls “very low 
food security.”20 According to the USDA, in house-
holds with very low food security, the “eating pat-
terns of one or more household members were 
disrupted and their food intake reduced, at least 
some time during the year, because they couldn’t 
afford enough food.”21

At times, these households worried that food 
would run out, ate unbalanced meals, and relied on 
cheaper foods. In addition, adults usually cut back 
on the size of their meals or skipped meals to save 
money. In a majority of these households, adults 
reported feeling hungry at times but not eating due 
to a lack of food.22 In the overwhelming majority 

of households with very low food security, adults 
ate less while shielding children from reductions in 
food intake.

Very low food security is almost always an inter-
mittent and episodic problem for families rather 
than a chronic condition. The average family with 
very low food security experienced disrupted food 
intakes in seven months of the year, for one to seven 
days per month.23

As Chart 4 shows, roughly one in five poor  
households (18.5 percent) experienced very low 

18. Ibid.
19. Ibid.
20. Mark Nord, Alisha Coleman-Jensen, Margaret Andrews, and Steven Carlson, “Household Food Security in the United States, 

2009,” U.S. Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Report No. 108, November 2010, at http://www.ers.usda.gov/
Publications/ERR108/ERR108.pdf (September 7, 2011). The USDA also reports that 32.5 million households had “low food 
security” in 2009. At times during the year, households with low food security “worried whether our food would run out” and 
“couldn’t afford balanced meals.” They at times reduced food quality and variety and used “a few kinds of low cost food” to 
stretch their food dollars, but these households for the most part “avoided substantial reductions or disruptions in food intake” 
throughout the year. Ibid., p. 4. Individuals in the “low food security” category rarely stated that they were hungry. Aware that 
the USDA has never asserted that households with “low food security” experience hunger, news media often refer to this group 
as “at risk of hunger,” “struggling with hunger,” “nearing hunger,” or “facing hunger.” Undoubtedly, these verbal sleights of  
hand mislead most listeners into believing that the millions of Americans are hungry when the USDA data show that this is  
not the case.

21. Ibid., p. 5.

22. Ibid.
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food security or temporary disrup-
tions and reductions in normal food 
intake in at least one month during 
2009.24 At some point during the 
same period, 3.9 percent of poor 
children also experienced very low 
food security.25 Put in other terms, 
even during a severe recession, four 
out of five poor households and 96 
percent of poor children did not 
experience any significant reduc-
tions or disruptions of food intake 
during the year.

Poverty and Hunger. The USDA 
also asks specific questions about 
being “hungry.” (See Chart 5.) For 
example, in 2009, the USDA asked 
poor adults: “In the last 12 months, 
were you ever hungry, but didn’t eat, 
because there wasn’t enough money 
for food?” Even in the middle of a 
severe recession, 82 percent of poor 
adults reported they were never hun-
gry at any time in the prior year due 
to lack of money to buy food.26

In 2009, the USDA also asked 
parents living in poverty the fol-
lowing question about their chil-
dren: “In the last 12 months, were 
the children ever hungry but you just couldn’t 
afford more food?” Some 96 percent of poor par-
ents responded that their children had never been 
hungry during the previous year due to a lack of 
food resources. Only 4 percent of poor parents 
responded that their children had been hungry at 
some point in the year.27

Poverty and Homelessness
The mainstream press and activist groups fre-

quently conflate poverty with homelessness. News 
stories about poverty often feature homeless fami-
lies living “on the street.”28 This depiction is seri-
ously misleading because only a small portion of 
persons “living in poverty” will become homeless 
over the course of a year. The overwhelming major-

23. Ibid., p. 9.

24. Ibid., p. 10.

25. Ibid., p. 12. The number of poor households with children in which the adults experienced very low food security while the 
children did not would be much larger.

26. Calculation based on U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Survey, December 2008: Food Security Supplement File, December 
2009, at http://www.census.gov/apsd/techdoc/cps/cpsdec08.pdf (September 9, 2011).

27. Ibid.

28. For example, a 60 Minutes story equated child poverty with homelessness. CBS News, “Hard Times Generation,” 60 Minutes,  
at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cR3jQOgs9gc (June 22, 2011).
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ity of the poor reside throughout the 
year in non-crowded housing that is 
in good repair.

The 2009 Annual Homeless Assess-
ment Report to Congress published by 
the U.S. Department of Housing and 
Urban Development (HUD) states 
that on a given night in 2009, some 
643,000 persons in the U.S. were 
homeless (without permanent domi-
cile).29 This means that at any given 
time, one out of 470 persons in the 
general population or one out of 70 
persons with incomes below the pov-
erty level was homeless.30

Moreover, two-thirds of the 
643,000 homeless persons were 
residing in emergency shelters or 
transitional housing. Only 240,000 were without 
shelter; these “unsheltered” individuals were “on 
the street,” meaning that they were living in cars, 
abandoned buildings, alleyways, parks, or similar 
places.31 At any point in 2009, roughly one person 
out of 1,250 in the general population or one out of 
180 poor persons was homeless in the literal sense 
of being on the street and without shelter.

Homelessness is usually a transitional condi-
tion. Individuals typically lose housing, reside in an 
emergency shelter for a few weeks or months, and 
then reenter permanent housing. The transitional 

nature of homelessness means that many more peo-
ple become temporarily homeless over the course of 
a year than are homeless at any single point in time. 
Thus, HUD reports that 1.56 million persons resid-
ed in an emergency shelter or transitional housing 
at least one night during 2009.32 The year-round 
total of individuals who ever stayed in a shelter or 
transitional housing was nearly four times larger 
than the 403,000 who resided in such facilities on 
an average night.33

Based on the year-round data on shelter use, 
roughly one person in 195 in the general popu-

29. U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, Office of Community Planning and Development, The 2009 Annual 
Homeless Assessment Report to Congress, June 2010, p. 8, at http://www.hudhre.info/documents/5thHomelessAssessmentReport.pdf 
(June 22, 2011).

30. An estimated 643,000 individuals were homeless on any given night in 2009. U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development, The 2009 Annual Homeless Assessment Report to Congress, p. 7. The Current Population Survey states that the 
U.S. population in 2009 was 303.6 million. Thus, the single-night homeless were 0.2 percent of the population or one in 500 
persons. The Current Population Survey states that 43.6 million persons were poor in 2009, which means that the single-night 
homeless were 1.48 percent of the poor population or one in every 68 poor persons. This calculation assumes that all of the 
homeless would have an annual income below the poverty level. Technically, persons who are homeless at the point of survey 
would not be included in the Census count of persons or poor persons. To be precise, the homeless should be added to the 
denominator in both calculations, but this would affect the results only marginally.

31. U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, The 2009 Annual Homeless Assessment Report to Congress, p. 7.

32. Ibid., p. 18.

33. The number of evictions has increased substantially during the current recession. Nonetheless, in the 2009 American Housing 
Survey, only 191,000 households (0.2 percent of all households) reported being evicted during the previous year. This figure 
does not include persons who at the time of the survey were in homeless shelters or were doubled up with relatives. U.S. 
Department of Housing and Urban Development and U.S. Census Bureau, American Housing Survey for the United States.

Odds of Being Homeless on a Single Night in 2009

Source: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, 2009 Annual Homeless  
Assessment Report, p. 8.   

Table 3 • B 2607 heritage.org

Number of 
Persons 

Odds of Being 
Homeless on  
a Single Night 
Within Whole  
U.S. Population

Odds of Being 
Homeless on 
a Single Night 

Within U.S. Poverty 
Population

Persons in 
shelters and 
transitional 
housing

403,308 1 in 753 1 in 108

Persons on the 
street/without 
shelter

239,759 1 in 1,266 1 in 182

All homeless 
persons 643,067 1 in 472 1 in 68

http://www.hudhre.info/documents/5thHomelessAssessmentReport.pdf
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lation resided in an emergency shelter or transi-
tional housing for at least one night during a full 
12-month period. Roughly one in 25 poor persons 
(4 percent of all poor persons) resided in an emer-
gency shelter or transitional housing for at least one 
night during the full year.34

Although news stories often suggest that poverty 
and homelessness are similar, this is inaccurate. In 
reality, the gap between the living conditions of a 
homeless person and the typical poor household 
are proportionately as great as the gap between the 
poor household and a middle-class family in the 
suburbs.

Housing Conditions and Poverty
When the mainstream media do not portray the 

poor as homeless, they will often present them as 
living in dismal conditions such as an overcrowd-
ed, dilapidated trailer. Again, government survey 
data provide a very different picture. Most poor 
Americans live in conventional houses or apart-
ments that are in good repair. As Chart 6 shows, 
49.5 percent of poor households live in single-
family homes, either unattached single dwellings 
or attached units such as townhouses. Another 41 
percent live in apartments, and 9.5 percent live in 
mobile homes.35

Poverty and Crowding. Both the overall U.S. 
population and the poor in America live in very 
spacious housing. As Table 4 shows, 71 percent of 
all U.S. households have two or more rooms per 
tenant. Among the poor, this figure is 65 percent.

Crowding is quite rare. Only 2.2 percent of all 
households and 6.2 percent of poor households are 
crowded with less than one room per person.36 By 
contrast, social reformer Jacob Riis, writing on tene-
ment living conditions around 1890 in New York 
City, described crowded families living with four or 
five persons per room and some 20 square feet of 
living space per person.37

Living Space: Europe Versus the United 
States. Another way of measuring living space is 
the square footage of a dwelling. As Table 5 and 
Chart 7 show, U.S. houses and apartments are, on 
average, much larger than their European coun-
terparts. With 2,171 square feet of living space, 

34. U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, The 2009 Annual Homeless Assessment Report, p. 26, Exhibit 3-2.

35. U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development and U.S. Census Bureau, American Housing Survey for the United States, 
2009, pp. 11–12, Table 2-1.

36. Ibid., pp. 15–16, Table 2-3.

37. Jacob Riis, How the Other Half Lives (New York: Dover Press, 1971), pp. 6, 41, and 59.
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Rooms per Person
All 

Households 
Poor  

Households

  2.0 or More 71.3% 64.7%

 1.00 to 1.99 26.4% 29.1%

  0.67 to 0.99 1.9% 5.1%

  Less than .67 0.3% 1.1%
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the average U.S. dwelling is more than twice the 
size of the average dwelling in Europe, including 
those in highly developed economies, such as Swe-
den (999 square feet); France (980 square feet); 

Germany (968 square feet); and the 
United Kingdom (935 square feet).38 
Dividing the total living space of a 
dwelling by the number of persons 
living there yields living space per 
person. By this measure, the average 
U.S. household has more than twice 
the living space of the average Euro-
pean household.

Living Space: Europeans Ver-
sus Poor Americans. As Table 5 
and Chart 7 show, on average, the 
dwellings of poor Americans are 
about two-thirds the size of the aver-
age U.S. dwelling. Nonetheless, at 
1,400 square feet, the dwelling of 
the average poor American is still 
substantially larger than the average 
dwelling in every European nation 
except Luxembourg. For example, 
the average dwelling of poor Ameri-
cans is 40 percent larger than the 
average dwelling unit in Sweden 
(999 square feet). (This comparison 
is between poor Americans and the 
average citizen in the whole popu-
lation within each European nation, 
not poor Europeans.)

Poor American households tend to 
have somewhat more people on aver-
age than do European households; 
nonetheless, as Table 5 shows, at 515 
square feet per person, the average 
poor American has more living space 
than the average citizen—not just 
the poor—in every European nation 
except Luxembourg and Denmark.

Poverty and Home Ownership. The American 
Housing Survey reports that roughly 41 percent 
of poor households owned their own homes. The 
average home owned by persons classified as poor 

38. Kees Dol and Marietta Haffner, Housing Statistics of the European Union 2010, Netherlands Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom 
Relations, September 2010, p. 51, Table 2.1, at http://abonneren.rijksoverheid.nl/media/dirs/436/data/housing_statistics_in_ 
the_european_union_2010.pdf (September 7, 2011), and U.S. Department of Energy, 2005 Residential Energy Consumption  
Survey, Consumption & Expenditures Tables, Summary Statistics, Table US1, Part 2, at http://www.eia.gov/emeu/recs/recs2005/
hc2005_tables/c&e/pdf/tableus1part2.pdf (September 7, 2011).

Living Space: American and European Housing

Table 5 • B 2607 heritage.org

Survey 
Year

Square Feet  
per Dwelling

Square Feet  
per Person

United States: All Households 2005 2,171 845
United States: Poor Households 2005 1,400 515

European Nations: All Households
Austria 2009 1,060 462
Belgium 2001 875 n/a
Bulgaria 2008 688 271
Czech Republic 2001 821 309
Denmark 2009 1,231 553
Estonia 2009 659 320
Finland 2009 855 419
France 2006 980 429
Germany 2006 968 462
Greece 2001 875 329
Hungary 2005 836 336
Ireland 2003 1,119 377
Italy 2001 1,033 393
Latvia 2008 630 291
Lithuania 2008 677 268
Luxembourg 2008 1,437 714
Netherlands 2000 1,055 441
Poland 2008 756 260
Portugal 2000 893 n/a
Romania 2008 417 161
Slovak Republic 2001 604 280
Slovenia 2004 814 333
Spain 2008 1,067 355
Sweden 2008 999 487
United Kingdom 2001 935 474

European Average (Unweighted) 857 363

Sources: Kees Dol and Marietta Haffner, Housing Statistics of the European Union 2010, 
Netherlands Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom Relations, September 2010, p. 51,  
Table 2.1, at http://abonneren.rijksoverheid.nl/media/dirs/436/data/housing_statistics_in_the_ 
european_union_2010.pdf (September 7, 2011), and U.S. Department of Energy, 2005 
Residential Energy Consumption Survey, Consumption & Expenditures Tables, Summary 
Statistics, Table US1, Part 2, at http://www.eia.gov/emeu/recs/recs2005/hc2005_tables/c&e/pdf/
tableus1part2.pdf (September 7, 2011).

http://abonneren.rijksoverheid.nl/media/dirs/436/data/housing_statistics_in_the_european_union_2010.pdf
http://abonneren.rijksoverheid.nl/media/dirs/436/data/housing_statistics_in_the_european_union_2010.pdf
http://www.eia.gov/emeu/recs/recs2005/hc2005_tables
http://www.eia.gov/emeu/recs/recs2005/hc2005_tables
tableus1part2.pdf
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by the Census Bureau is a three-bedroom house 
with one-and-a-half baths, a garage, and a porch or 
patio. The median value of homes owned by poor 
households was $100,000 in 2009, or 60 percent 
of the median value of all homes owned in the 
United States.39

The remaining poor households lived in 
rental housing. As Chart 8 shows, roughly 
one-fifth of all poor households lived in gov-
ernment-subsidized rental housing. Around  
41 percent lived in rented apartments or houses 
without government assistance.40

Housing Quality. Of course, the housing of 
poor American households could be spacious but 
still dilapidated or unsafe. However, the American 
Housing Survey indicates otherwise. For example, 
the survey reports that only a small portion of poor 
households (3.1 percent) and an even smaller por-
tion of total households (1.7 percent) have “severe 
physical problems.” The most common severe 

39. U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development and U.S. Census Bureau, American Housing Survey for the United States, 
2009, p. 63.

40. Calculated from ibid.
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Department of Energy, 2005 Residential Energy Consumption Survey, Consumption & Expenditures Tables, Summary Statistics, Table US1, Part 2, at 
http://www.eia.gov/emeu/recs/recs2005/hc2005_tables/c&e/pdf/tableus1part2.pdf (September 7, 2011).
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problem is a shared bathroom, which occurs when 
occupants lack a private bathroom and must share 
bathroom facilities with individuals in a neighbor-
ing unit. This condition affects about 1 percent of all 
U.S. households and 1.4 percent of all poor house-
holds. About 1 percent of all households and 2 per-
cent of poor households have other “severe physical 
problems.” The most common is repeated heating 
breakdowns.41

The American Housing Survey also indicates 
that 6.8 percent of the poor and 3.5 percent of total 
households have “moderate physical problems.” 
The most common moderate physical problems are 
upkeep problems, lack of a full kitchen, and use of 
unvented oil, kerosene, or gas heaters as the pri-
mary heat source.42

Essential Needs. Although the public equates 
poverty with physical deprivation, the overwhelm-
ing majority of poor households do not experi-
ence any form of physical deprivation. Some 70 
percent of poor households report that during the 
course of the past year, they were able to meet 

“all essential expenses,” including mortgage, rent, 
utility bills, and important medical care. Although 
it is widely supposed that the poor cannot obtain 
medical care, only 13 percent of poor households 
report that a family member needed to go to a 
doctor or hospital at some point in the prior year 
but was unable to do so because the family could 
not afford the cost.43

Public Understanding of Poverty
In 2005, the typical poor household, as defined 

by the federal government, had air conditioning 
and a car. For entertainment, the household had 
two color TVs, cable or satellite TV, a DVD player, 

and a VCR. In the kitchen, it had a refrigerator, an 
oven and stove, and a microwave. Other household 
conveniences included a clothes washer, clothes 
dryer, ceiling fans, a cordless phone, and a coffee 
maker. The family was able to obtain medical care 
when needed. Their home was not overcrowded 
and was in good repair. By its own report, the fam-
ily was not hungry and had sufficient funds during 
the past year to meet all essential needs.44

The overwhelming majority of Americans do 
not regard a family living in these conditions as 
poor. For example, a poll conducted in June 2009 
asked a nationally representative sample of the 
public whether they agreed or disagreed with the 
following statement: “A family in the U.S. that has 
a decent, un-crowded house or apartment to live 
in, ample food to eat, access to medical care, a car, 
cable TV, air conditioning and a microwave at home 
should not be considered poor.”45 A full 80 percent 
of Republicans and 77 percent of Democrats agreed 
that a family living in those living conditions should 
not be considered poor.

Census Poverty Reports:  
Misleading and Inaccurate

Nonetheless, each year, the Census Bureau issues 
a report claiming that more than 35 million Ameri-
cans live in poverty. The annual report is flawed in 
two respects.

First, it provides no information on the actual liv-
ing conditions of the persons identified as poor. It 
simply states that a specified number of persons are 
poor without giving any information on what pov-
erty means in the real world. A detailed description 
of the living conditions of the poor would greatly 
enhance public understanding. In fact, without a 

41. Ibid., pp. 17–18, Table 2-4, and pp. 22–23, Table 2-7.

42. Use of unvented oil, kerosene, or gas heaters as the primary heat source occurs almost exclusively in the South. Ibid., pp. 22–23,  
Table 2-7.

43. Calculated from U.S. Census Bureau, Survey of Income and Program Participation, 2001 Panel, Wave 8 Topical Module, 
2003. See Robert Rector, “How Poor Are America’s Poor? Examining the ‘Plague’ of Poverty in America,” Heritage Foundation 
Backgrounder No. 2064, August 27, 2007, p. 13, at http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2007/08/how-poor-are-americas-poor-
examining-the-plague-of-poverty-in-america.

44. See Robert Rector and Rachel Sheffield, “Air Conditioning, Cable TV, and an Xbox: What Is Poverty in the United States Today?” 
Heritage Foundation Backgrounder No. 2575, July 18, 2011, at http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2011/07/what-is-poverty.

45. This survey question was asked of a nationally representative sample of 10,000 adults in June 2009. The poll was conducted by 
a national polling firm on behalf of The Heritage Foundation.

http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2011/07/what-is-poverty
http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2007/08/how
http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2011/07/what
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detailed description of living conditions, public dis-
cussions of poverty are meaningless.

Second, the report massively undercounts the 
economic resources provided to poor people. The 
Census Bureau asserts that a household is poor if its 
“money income” falls below a specified threshold. In 
2010, the poverty income threshold for a family of 
four was $22,314. However, in counting the money 
income of households, the Census Bureau excludes 
virtually all welfare assistance. For example, more 
than 70 means-tested welfare programs—including 
Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF); 
Supplemental Security Income (SSI); the Earned 
Income Tax Credit (EITC); food stamps; the Women, 
Infants, and Children (WIC) food program; public 
housing; and Medicaid—provide cash, food, hous-
ing, medical care, and social services to poor and 
low-income persons.46 (Social Security and Medi-
care are not means-tested programs.)

In 2008, federal and state governments spent 
$714 billion on means-tested welfare programs, but 
the Census Bureau counted only about 4 percent 
of this as money income in determining whether 
a household was poor. The bottom line is that the 
economic resources available to poor persons are 
vastly greater than the report claims.

In fact, the U.S. Department of Labor finds that 
the one-fifth of households with the lowest incomes 
appear to spend $1.87 for every $1.00 of income 
that the Census Bureau says they receive. If the free 
medical care and public housing subsidies given to 
these households were counted, the gap between 
expenditure and income would be even greater.47

Was the War on Poverty a Success?
 In 2010, government spent $871 billion on 

means-tested assistance. This amounts to nearly 
$9,000 for every poor and low-income American. 
Many “poor” families have higher-than-expected 
living standards because they receive considerable 
government aid that is “off the books” for purposes 
of measuring poverty. Do the higher living stan-
dards of the poor mean that the welfare state has 
been successful?

The answer is: yes and no. Not even the gov-
ernment can spend $9,000 per person without 
significantly affecting living conditions. However, 
the original goal of the War on Poverty was not 
to prop up living standards artificially through an 
ever-expanding welfare state. When Lyndon John-
son launched the War on Poverty, he intended it 
to strike “at the causes, not just the consequences 
of poverty.”48 He added, “Our aim is not only to 
relieve the symptom of poverty, but to cure it and, 
above all, to prevent it.”49

President Johnson was not proposing a massive 
system of ever-increasing welfare benefits doled out 
to an ever-growing population of beneficiaries. His 
proclaimed goal was not to create a massive new 
system of government handouts, but to increase 
self-sufficiency in a new generation, enabling them 
to lift themselves out of poverty without govern-
ment handouts. LBJ planned to reduce, not increase, 
welfare dependence. The goal of the War on Pov-
erty was “making taxpayers out of taxeaters.”50 He 
declared, “We want to give the forgotten fifth of our 
people opportunity not doles.”51

46. See Robert Rector, Katherine Bradley, and Rachel Sheffield, “Obama to Spend $10.3 Trillion on Welfare: Uncovering the  
Full Cost of Means-Tested Welfare or Aid to the Poor,” Heritage Foundation Special Report No. 67, September 16, 2009, at  
http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2009/09/obama-to-spend-103-trillion-on-welfare-uncovering-the-full-cost-of-means-tested-
welfare-or-aid-to-the-poor.

47. The average income per quintile is given in DeNavas-Walt et al., “Income, Poverty, and Health Insurance Coverage, in the 
United States: 2009,” p. 40. Consumer expenditures per quintile are found in U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor 
Statistics, Consumer Expenditure Survey, 2009, “Quintiles of Income Before Taxes: Average Annual Expenditures and 
Characteristics,” at http://www.bls.gov/cex/2009/Standard/quintile.pdf (June 22, 2011).

48. Lyndon B. Johnson, “Proposal for a Nationwide War on the Sources of Poverty,” special message to Congress, March 16, 1964, 
at http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/mod/1964johnson-warpoverty.html (August 27, 2009).

49. Lyndon B. Johnson, “Annual Message to the Congress on the State of the Union,” January 8, 1964, at http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ 
ws/index.php?pid=26787 (August 27, 2009).

50. Lyndon B. Johnson, quoted in David Zaretsky, President Johnson’s War on Poverty: Rhetoric and History (Tuscaloosa: University  
of Alabama Press, 1986), p. 49.

http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2009/09/obama
http://www.bls.gov/cex/2009/Standard/quintile.pdf
http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/mod/1964johnson-warpoverty.html
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The U.S has spent over $17 trillion on means-
tested welfare since LBJ launched the War on Poverty. 
Over time, the material living conditions of the poor 
have improved. It would be impossible to spend $17 
trillion without any positive impact on living condi-
tions, but in terms of reducing the “causes” rather 
than the “consequences” of poverty, the War on Pov-
erty has failed utterly. The situation has gotten worse, 
not better. A significant portion of the population is 
now less capable of prosperous self-sufficiency than 
they were when the War on Poverty began.

Addressing the Causes, Not Merely  
the Symptoms, of Poverty

A major element in the declining capacity for self-
support is the collapse of marriage in low-income 
communities. As the War on Poverty expanded 
benefits, welfare began to serve as a substitute for 
a husband in the home, and low-income marriage 
began to disappear. When Johnson launched the 
War on Poverty, 7 percent of American children 
were born out of wedlock. Today, the number is 
over 40 percent. As married fathers disappeared 
from the home, the need for more welfare to sup-
port single mothers increased. The War on Pov-
erty created a destructive feedback loop: Welfare 
undermined marriage, and this generated a need 
for more welfare.

Today, out-of-wedlock childbearing—with the 
resulting growth of single-parent homes—is the 
most important cause of child poverty. (Out-of-
wedlock childbearing is not the same thing as teen 
pregnancy; the overwhelming majority of non-
marital births occur to young adult women in their 
early twenties, not to teenagers in high school.) If 
poor women who give birth outside of marriage 
were married to the fathers of their children, two-
thirds would immediately be lifted out of poverty.52 
Roughly 80 percent of all long-term poverty occurs 
in single-parent homes.

Despite the dominant role of the decline of mar-
riage in child poverty, this issue is taboo in most 
anti-poverty discussions. The press rarely mentions 
out-of-wedlock childbearing. Far from reducing the 
main cause of child poverty, the welfare state cannot 
even acknowledge its existence.

The second major cause of child poverty is 
lack of parental work. Even in good economic 
times, the average poor family with children has 
only 800 hours of total parental work per year—
the equivalent of one adult working 16 hours per 
week. The math is fairly simple: Little work equals 
little income, which equals poverty. If the amount 
of work performed by poor families with children 
was increased to the equivalent of one adult work-
ing full time throughout the year, the poverty rate 
among these families would drop by two-thirds.53

The welfare system needs to be transformed to 
further reduce child poverty and to promote pros-
perous self-sufficiency. When the current recession 
ends, able-bodied parents should be required to 
work or prepare for work as a condition of receiving 
aid. In addition, the welfare system should support 
and encourage, rather than penalize, marriage.

Conclusion
The living conditions of the poor as defined by 

the government bear little resemblance to notions 
of “poverty” promoted by politicians and political 
activists. If poverty is defined as lacking adequate 
nutritious food for one’s family, a reasonably warm 
and dry apartment, or a car to go to work when one 
is needed, then the United States has relatively few 
poor persons. Real material hardship does occur, 
but it is limited in scope and severity.

In 2005, the typical poor household as defined 
by the government had a car and air conditioning. 
For entertainment, the household had two color 
TVs, cable or satellite TV, a DVD player, and a VCR. 
If children—especially boys—were in the home, 

51. Ibid.

52. Robert E. Rector, Kirk A. Johnson, Patrick F. Fagan, and Lauren R. Noyes, “Increasing Marriage Would Dramatically Reduce 
Child Poverty,” Heritage Foundation Center for Data Analysis Report No. 03–06, May 20, 2003, at http://www.heritage.org/
Research/Family/cda0306.cfm.

53. Robert E. Rector and Rea S. Hederman, Jr., “The Role of Parental Work in Child Poverty,” Heritage Foundation Center for Data 
Analysis Report No. 03–01, January 29, 2003, at http://www.heritage.org/Research/Family/cda-03-01.cfm.
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the family had a game system, such as an Xbox or 
PlayStation. In the kitchen, the household had a 
refrigerator, an oven and stove, and a microwave. 
Other household conveniences included a clothes 
washer, clothes dryer, ceiling fans, a cordless phone, 
and a coffee maker.54

The home of the typical poor family was not 
overcrowded and was in good repair. The family 
was able to obtain medical care when needed. By 
its own report, the family was not hungry and had 
sufficient funds during the previous year to meet all 
essential needs.

Poor families certainly struggle to make ends 
meet, but in most cases, they are struggling to pay 
for air conditioning and the cable TV bill as well as 
to put food on the table. While poor households 
certainly are not sitting in the lap of luxury, their 
actual living standards are far different from the 
images of dire deprivation promoted by activists 
and the mainstream media.

However, the average poor family does not rep-
resent every poor family. There is a range of liv-
ing conditions within the poverty population. 
Although most poor families are well housed, a 
small minority are homeless.55 Although most poor 
families are well fed and have a fairly stable food 
supply, a sizeable minority experiences temporary 
shortages in food supply at various times during 
the year.

Nonetheless, the living standards of most poor 
households are far different from what the pub-
lic imagines and differ greatly from the images of 
dramatic hardship conveyed by advocacy groups 
and the mainstream media. Why, then, does the 
Census Bureau routinely report that over 35 mil-
lion Americans live in poverty? Its annual poverty 
report is inaccurate and misleading in part because 
nearly all of the welfare state is excluded from its 
poverty calculations. The Census Bureau identifies 
a family as “poor” if its income falls below specific 

thresholds; however, in counting a family’s income, 
the Census Bureau omits nearly all welfare ben-
efits. In 2010, government spent $871 billion on 
means-tested welfare programs that provided cash, 
food, housing, medical care, and social services to 
poor and low-income Americans.56 Virtually none 
of this assistance is counted as income for purpos-
es of the Census Bureau’s estimations of poverty or 
inequality.

In 2010, government means-tested assistance 
averaged nearly $9,000 for each poor and low-
income American. Many “poor” families have high-
er than expected living standards in part because 
they receive considerable government aid that is 

“off the books” for purposes of counting poverty. Do 
the higher living standards of the poor mean that 
the welfare state has been successful?

The answer is: yes and no. Not even the govern-
ment can spend $9,000 per person without hav-
ing a significant effect on living conditions. But 
the original goal of the War on Poverty was not to 
prop up living standards artificially through an ever-
expanding welfare state. President Lyndon Johnson 
intended for the War on Poverty to make Americans 
self-sufficient and prosperous through their own 
abilities, not through increased reliance on gov-
ernment aid. Ironically, Johnson actually planned 
to reduce, not increase, welfare dependence. His 
declared goal for the War on Poverty was “making 
taxpayers out of taxeaters.”57

Since the beginning of the War on Poverty, the 
U.S. has spent over $17 trillion on anti-poverty pro-
grams. In terms of its original goal of making poor 
Americans self-sufficient and prosperous through 
their own abilities, the War on Poverty has been 
a colossal failure. In many low-income communi-
ties, the work ethic has eroded and marriage has 
collapsed. As result, lower-income groups are less 
capable of self-sufficient prosperity today than they 
were when the War on Poverty began.

54. Rector and Sheffield, “Air Conditioning, Cable TV, and an Xbox.”

55. U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, Office of Community Planning and Development, 2010 Annual 
Homeless Assessment Report to Congress, 2011, at http://www.hudhre.info/documents/2010HomelessAssessmentReport.pdf 
(September 7, 2011).

56. This figure does not include Social Security or Medicare, which are not means-tested.

57. Zaretsky, President Johnson’s War on Poverty, p. 49.
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Congress should reorient the massive welfare 
state to promote self-sufficient prosperity rather 
than expanded dependence. As the recession ends, 
able-bodied recipients should be required to work 
or prepare for work as a condition of receiving aid. 
Even more important, the welfare system needs to 
abandon its 50-year-old tradition of ignoring, dis-
missing, and penalizing marriage. It should embark 

on a new course to strengthen and rebuild marriage 
in low-income communities.

—Robert Rector is Senior Research Fellow in the 
Domestic Policy Studies Department, and Rachel  
Sheffield is a Research Assistant in the Richard and 
Helen DeVos Center for Religion and Civil Society, at 
The Heritage Foundation.
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Percentage of Poor U.S. Households Which Have Various Amenities

* Residential Energy Consumption Survey of 2005.
** American Housing Survey of 2009.

Source: Unless noted otherwise figures are from the U.S. Department of Energy, Residential Energy Consumption Survey 2009.
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